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I’   I’   in thinking that the term “postfem-
inism” is often and perhaps most frequently used—by the mainstream 
media generally and by actual people—as a kind of casual dismissal of 
feminism that comes implicitly coupled with the suggestion that the cut-
ting-edge place to be these days, with regard to women, is the one where 
the old victim mentality has been sloughed off and a new flying-free-of-
those-chains approach to gender in all its diversity and in all its equal 
opportunity has been boldly embraced. Given the terms of this unstated 
argument, any criticism of this postfeminism automatically slots the critic 
into the role of the relic, the leftover women’s libber still fighting battles 
that no longer need to be fought. And who among us, standing in front 
of our students or our colleagues, wants to be seen to be so pathetically 
tilting at windmills? Only the bravest. Or the least self-conscious.
Because this form of postfeminism works to keep women quiet about 
their structural complaints and teaches them to interpret those complaints 
as being of individual rather than collective origin, it works as another new 
face of patriarchy. To publicly and proudly claim feminism, then, is to do 
what our female feminist forerunners have done for us and for decades: 
it is to combat patriarchy. As Rudyard Kipling suggested in his famous 
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patrilineal legacy to his son, it is an act of courage to “keep your head when 
all about you/ Are losing theirs and blaming it on you” ().
I wish it were this simple. Raised in a world where individualist and 
masculine models like this one were valued, I’ve been conditioned to 
hunger after this role of the lone male hero fighting against great odds. 
I may have been born a female, but I want to die as Clint Eastwood or 
maybe Bruce Willis (or if not die at least ride off solitary and strong into 
the sunset). I tell my students to pay attention to this cross-culturally 
ubiquitous chosen-boy story, which has been reiterated so many times 
that it has become invisible as a narrative, some of its latest incarnations 
in the western world being found in the American film e Matrix and 
the English public-school adventures of Harry Potter. Strange how we 
never seem to get tired of certain stories and interpretations, while others, 
such as feminist understandings of the way the world works, are rendered 
tiresome after only a few renditions. Perhaps this has something to do 
with the fact, stunningly realized in the s as the result of studies into 
mixed-sex and same-sex conversations, that, from certain male-centred 
perspectives, any talk from women is too much talk.¹
When I was a younger feminist, I used to think that all I needed to 
do to free myself of patriarchal dictates was to stay vigilant and be aware 
of how such dictates were delivered, through which narratives, codes of 
normality, sets of values. Now I’m not as confident about any individual’s 
capacity, including my own, to rescue herself from entrenched systems of 
oppression, and I’m far more respectful of their tenacity. So I’m prepared 
to forgive myself for lapsing into such a weirdly hybrid fantasy as this one 
about being a lone feminist yet still masculine hero. And, by the same 
token, I try to be patient when my students, particularly the women, make 
it clear that feminism is something they no longer need, given that the 
war’s over and we’ve won, and now we’re entering this new triumphant 
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   In their essay, “Small Insults: A Study of Interruptions in Cross-Sex Conversa-
tions between Unacquainted Persons,” Candace West and Don H. Zimmer-
man point out that, contrary to common wisdom, men actually talk more than 
women in cross-sex conversations and, further, that they interrupt women more 
than women interrupt them. Dale Spender interprets this finding by observing, 
in Man Made Language, that the stereotype of the talkative woman arises from 
the unexamined assumption that the appropriate role for women is that of the 
silent listener: “e talkativeness of women has been gauged in comparison 
not with men but with silence. Women have not been judged on the grounds 
of whether they talk more than men, but of whether they talk more than silent 
women. When silence is the desired state for women … then any talk in which 
a woman engages can be too much” ().
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stage of human history called postfeminism. I try not to be irritated or 
angry. ough I am. Often.  
I have a secret identity. It’s Buttercup from the Power Puff Girls, the 
one with blazing green eyes whose image stares out at me from the coffee 
cup I’m holding as I write this. Her perpetual anger occasionally makes 
her misuse her power, smashing buildings and such instead of pursuing 
niceness and trouncing evil.  
But, as I’ve said, fighting patriarchy is not really this simple. For not 
only is the lone feminist hero inadequate to the task of annihilating this 
decidedly unvenerable institution of male domination, postfeminist or 
otherwise, but postfeminism isn’t even consistently patriarchal. Outside 
of the mainstream media and the mouths of many undergraduate students, 
postfeminism is also feminist. It’s a derivative of feminism that, as its 
name stipulates, does indeed stand against previous feminisms, specifically 
the liberal and maternal/radical positions that dominated baby-boomer 
(meaning second-wave, middle-class, mostly white) feminism, positions 
that respectively sought equal rights within the established bastions of 
authority (capitalism, liberal democracy, heterosexual marriage, etc.) 
or the valorization of the female over the male, the feminine over the 
masculine. What both of these feminist positions have in common, other 
than the fact that they each have engendered enormous social change in a 
relatively short period of time and though they disagree over so very much, 
is that they assume a biological connection between that group of people 
all contemporary human societies designate female. Postfeminism seri-
ously questions this so-called natural bond between women, pointing out 
that this too is a patriarchal presumption and that more differences—class 
differences, cultural ones, racial frontier lines—separate the groups the 
world calls women than bind us to one another.   
So the “post” part of the word is like the “post” in “postcolonial”; it 
means not only that its borders are nebulous and its disciplinary concerns 
multifarious but also that it’s a reaction to as well as a step further in a 
theoretical and activist movement. Far from proclaiming the death of 
patriarchy, this feminist postfeminism vigorously suggests that the old 
liberal and maternal tools can’t work to vanquish the enemy. New tools, 
fashioned from postcolonial, poststructuralist, and queer theories, are 
needed to combat such a virulent shape-shifter. Among these tools is a 
great unknowingness about where such a fundamental critique of patri-
archy will take us, but it’s definitely not to the safe liberal future of equal 
opportunity for men and women or to a radical matriarchal utopia. Among 
them too is the understanding that the sands shift where we stand when 
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we critique, that we are insecure in our questioning and so thoroughly 
implicated in the systems we hope to topple.  
It has its limitations, this postfeminism: in its rejection of identity 
politics and its reach for a genderless or many-splendoured gendered 
reality, one that can be brought into being most famously through such 
potentially destabilizing performative acts as drag, it sometimes is itself 
unconscious of the differences that divide us, assuming that we are all 
comfortably enough ensconced in a middle-class, white, western place 
with middle-class, white, western choices and compulsions and commit-
ments and obligations. But is the way out of gender categories a matter 
of performing one’s gender in such a manner as to confound recognized 
categories? e problem with this evaluation of the situation is that it 
presumes the radical efficacy of individual agency, in other words, that 
individuals, as my passionate/compassionate undergraduate students 
often yearningly assert, really can change themselves and the world, like 
Gandhi, virtually single-handedly (or so this particular chosen-boy story 
goes). And it assumes that individuals have both the ability and the incli-
nation to enact this staged, self-conscious gender fluidity. Other political 
realities and responsibilities, obvious ones being those that arise from class 
and race experiences, can intrude on a person’s capacity for performative 
action or her willingness to participate in it. For instance, the obligations 
of solidarity in the face of deep-rooted oppression can make a luxury out 
of the required performative conditions, a luxury that is neither easy to 
acquire nor even necessarily desirable.  
is postfeminism, like its feminist predecessor, isn’t always humble 
about what it doesn’t know or cannot know. It doesn’t always shut up so 
that others can speak.  
I’m going to sound unreasonable when I say I’m heartened by it and 
intrigued by the astonishing mysterious future it stretches to grasp. at 
it will alter things, I’ve no doubt. I’m convinced too that we mustn’t ever 
let it rest easy in its assumptions and its proclamations. We mustn’t let 
ourselves rest easy either. Not in our allegiances with one another, which 
must be forged reiteratively rather than taken for granted. Not in our per-
sonal capacities as bringers of change. Or in our understanding about what 
it means to be female. My friend Cathy Benford has suggested to me that 
conservative forces are winning the public media battle against feminists. 
By demonizing us as well as exaggerating the gains of feminism, they make 
it seem a logical impossibility to discriminate against women, a situation 
she deplores and about which she is anxious, eloquently concluding, “But 
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I mean that in the physical sense and the economic sense” (“Re: note to 
fellow garden goddess”).
At the risk of sounding like I can’t make up my mind or construct a 
coherent argument, I think she’s right. And I’m scared too. If girls aren’t 
safe in our world, and clearly they aren’t, Buttercup’s rage, her renuncia-
tion of niceness, makes sense.  
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